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A- ACTIVITIES
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1- Where are the toys? Use “ON, NEAR, IN, NEXT TO, BEHIND, BETWEEN, IN FRONT OF, UNDER…” to make the
sentences.

This is my sister’s room. She is nine years old. She is sometimes untidy and she can not find her toys. Please help her.
֎ The robot .................................
֎ The puzzles .............................................
֎ The ball .......................................
֎ The kite. ...............................................
֎ The teddy bear ....................................
֎ The baby doll ...........................................
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2-

THE MAGIC FISH

Every day, Robert’s grandfather went fishing. One day, Robert wanted to go fishing with him.
He wanted to catch the magic fish. If he caught this magic fish, he could be the cleverest person in
the world and they went fishing.
First, they caught a yellow fish. ‘Wow! Is that the magic fish?’ asked Robert.
‘No,’ said his grandfather.
Then they caught a blue fish. ‘Is that the magic fish?’ asked Robert.
‘No,’ said his grandfather.
Suddenly, they caught a big beautiful golden fish. Robert’s grandfather jumped happily. It was the
magic fish! Robert watched the magic fish very carefully. He touched its tail with his finger. The fish
was very hot and it burnt his finger. Ouch! He put his finger in his mouth.
His grandfather saw that something was strange. ‘Did you touch the fish?’ asked his grandfather.
‘Yes, I’m sorry,’ said Robert.
His grandfather thought and gave Robert a big hug. ‘The magic fish chose you.
You are the cleverest boy in the world, and I am the proudest grandfather ever!’

Read the story and put the sentences in order.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

Next, they caught a blue fish.
He put his finger in his mouth.
One day, Robert and his grandfather went fishing.
Robert touched the fish's tail.
First, they caught a yellow fish .
They wanted to catch the magic fish.
He became the cleverest boy in the world.
Finally, they caught the magic fish.
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3- Fill in the blanks and answer the questions according to the text.

The title of the book:_______
Writer:_______
Category:
A) Magazine B) novel C) newspaper
When did he start reading? ________
Why did he read the book?
A) to improve his English

B) to learn new information C) to do his homework

This is Charles. He is a real bookworm.
He went to the library after school. He
looked for an important novel in English. He borrowed ‘The Little Prince’ last
week. Antonie de Saint-Exupery wrote
this novel 77 years ago. It wasn’t his
homework. He wanted to understand
and speak English better.
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4- This was a great weekend for Browns. They did different activities and had really fun.

I met Alice in the afternoon and we went
shopping. I bought a new dress.

I didn’t want to go out. I invited my friends
and we played a video game.

I planted the garden. I was really tired.

I love my sister very much. I baked a cake and
some delicious muffins for her.

Read the activities of them and write TRUE/ FALSE. (Correct the false ones)
1. Ed went out with his friends.

…………….

2. Ed and his friends didn't play a video game . ….………….
3. Sue baked a cake for her sister.

……………..

4. Amy bought a new dress.

……………..

5. Jason was really tired.

……………..

6. Jason didn’t plant the garden yesterday.

…………….
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5- Sam is tidying his bookshelf. He wants to categorize the books. Help him to organize his bookshelf.
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Put the given pictures to the right place on the bookshelf and write the numbers. Write two book numbers for
each shelf.

2

1

3

5

4

6
7

9
8

9
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B- TESTS
TEST 1-
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Class 6A had a project. The name of the project was ‘’ Talking about the past events’’. Selim was absent yesterday and
four friends wrote four questions for Selim.
Which answer CAN NOT be Selim’s ?
A)
B)
C)
D)

I learned the new words of the unit.
I was in my room at home.
I visited the historical places.
It was amazing and exciting.

TEST 2Which of the following does NOT complete the blank?
Antony: You were absent yesterday. Where
were you?
Bruce: I was at the library.
Antony: What did you do in the library?
Bruce: _________________________
A)
B)
C)
D)

I did my homework.
I read book and studied Math.
I played outdoor games.
I used computer for my homework.
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TEST 3-
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Hi! I am George. I have got a great room. I love my room because it is really big and comfortable.
There are two pictures (1)…………the wall. There are a few books (2) ………the shelves. I have a yellow plant
(3)………….the window. I have many toys (4) …………my toy box.
Look at the picture and choose the CORRECT option to fill in the blanks.
A) in / behind / near /over
B) between /on / in /under
C) on/ on / in front of / in
D) on / behind /under /in
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TEST 4
Ms. Watson is a new science teacher of the class. She is making a seating plan for their lesson.

According to this seating plan, which of the following is TRUE?
A)
B)
C)
D)

Andy is sitting near Linda.
Mary is in front of Anna.
Sam is sitting behind Jane.
Tim is next to Max.
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TEST 5
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3) When did
the story take
place?

1) What was it
about?

4) Where did
the story happen?

A sad Birthday
Cake
2)Who were the
characters?

5) Why was the
title of the story
“A Sad Birthday
Cake?

A Sad Birthday Cake
…………. (A) There were my grandparents and my brother’s friends with us.
…………. (B) I had a very busy day! It was my brother’s birthday.
……………(C) My brother’s birthday was yesterday.
………….. (D) His birthday party was at our garden. Everybody was really hungry.

…………… (E) I baked a big birthday cake and delicious cookies for them, but some guests could not eat my cake because my brother and his friends ate all the cake.
Read the details of the story and order them with the numbers in the chart.

A)

A) 2

B) 1

C) 3

D) 4

E) 5

B)

A) 5

B) 4

C) 3

D) 2

E) 1

C)

A) 3

B) 5

C) 4

D) 1

E) 2

D)

A) 1

B) 2

C) 5

D) 3

E) 4
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ANSWER KEY
ACTIVITIES

1-

֎ The robot is near / next to the computer.
֎ The puzzles are on the floor / next to the kite.
֎ The ball is on the red carpet.
֎ The kite is between the puzzles and the baby doll / behind the chair.
֎ The teddy bear is on the bed.
֎ The baby doll is in the box / near the kite.

2a)___4__Next, they caught a blue fish.
b)___7__He put his finger in his mouth.
c)___1__ One day, Robert and his grandfather went fishing.
d)___6___Robert touched the fish's tail.
e)___3__First, they caught a yellow fish .
g)___2__They wanted to catch the magic fish.
h)___8__He became the cleverest boy in the world.
I)___5__Finally, they caught the magic fish.
3-

The title of the book: The Little Prince
Writer: Antonie de Saint-Exupery
Category: B) novel
When did he start reading? Last week
When did he finish? Two hours ago
Why did he read the book?
B)
to improve his English

4-

1-F( didn’t go out) 2-F (played) 3-T 4-T

5-T

6-F (planted)

5Newspaper 3-6
Novel 2-7
Poetry 8-9
Magazine 1-5
Story 4-10
TESTS
TEST 1) C I visited the historical places.
TEST 2) C I played outdoor games.
TEST 3) C On/ on / in front of / in
TEST 4) C Sam is sitting behind Jane.
TEST 5)

A) 2

B) 1

C) 3
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D) 4

E) 5
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